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This invention relates to a' method and 
moans for refining crude or bunker oil as it 
is needed for use in such devices as Diesel 
engines. Hitherto, the advantage of steam 

5 boilers over Diesel engines in ship’s propul 
sion lay in the fact that the former could 
burn crude fuel while the latter required fuel 
of a certain degree of' refinement. By my in 
vention crude fuel may be employed for oper 

10 ating a Diesel ship, because I provide means 
for refining said fuel on board ship prior to 
use. My invention utilizes several princi- 
ples, among which are the revolving of the 
oil in a centrifugal machine accompanied by 
change in temperature, either heating or 
cooling. I have found that by this means 
the separation of impurities and substances 
either solids or liquids ‘heavier than the re 
lined oil was facilitated. v j 

Other objects and advantages of my inven 
tion will become apparent in the following 
detailed description thereof. ' ‘ 
The accompanying drawing is a front ele 

vation, partly sectioned vertically,'of an as 
sembly embodying my invention. 
Referring to the drawing, I have disclosed 

as one means of refining the fuel a centrifu 
gal machine which may be of some well 
known type, comprising for example, , the 
standard or bracket 10 supporting the casing 
1l, which may be formed integral therewith. 
Within said casing is journaled for rotation 
upon a vertical axis the bowl 12 adapted to 
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contain the fuel to be broken up and'jour-l 
naled at its upper and lower ends in suitable. 35 
bearings. The casing 11 is shown closed at 
the top by a cover 13 which may be sub-di-v 
vided into compartments lll-_15, the former 
cooperating with openings 16 and the latter 

40 with an opening 17 leading into the bowl into 
/VMNR which compartments the separated fluids of 

different specific gravities collect for dis~ 
charge through the nozzleslS and 19. 'The 
bowl may be driven by means of a_ motor 20 

45 and suitable belting 21 adapted to drive a 
spindle 22 connected Ito the bowl l2. The 
crude fuel may enter the bottom of the bowl 
by means of a supply pipe 25 >and inlet 26 eX 
tending into the bowl.l It will be understood 

50 that in centrifuging the liquid the heavier 
portions thereof will tend to collect at corre 
spondingly'greater distances from the center 
while the lighter portions willv remain sub 
stantially at or near the center. The lighter 

‘55 portions of the centrifuged fluid will pass up 

wardly throughÍ orifices 16 to `compartment 
14, while the‘heavier fluids will pass throughl 
orllice 17 into compartment 15. The solid 
particles will, of course, collect at the bot , 
tom of the bowl. 
To facilitate the refining of the crude fuel, 

I may utilize the principle of changing the 
temperature thereof substantially during the 
centrifuging process. Thus I may pass the l 
crude fuel through a cooler 30 and thencel 65 
into the bowl which I may surround by a . 
steam heating coil 3l so thata substantial 
rise in temperature occurs while the fuel is 
being refined. ' 

If desired the casing 30 may be a super-f i 
heater and the coil 31 a cooling system, such 
as brine pipes,`in which case the separation 
of impurities and refining of the fuel would 
be facilitated as in the case where the casing 
-30 is a cooler and pipes 31 a heating coil. ' 
\ The above description presents one> form o_f 
my invention wherein AI have utilized the 
principle that a change of temperature while 
the liquid is 'being subjected to internal 
centrifugal stress of .a very high order defi 
nitely facilitatesthe disengaging or the un 
locking'of the associated particles and their 
ultimate separation. . ‘ 

' In devices of the kind described,.there is a 
tendency for the oil to vaporize due t0 the 

' large centrifugal stress, especially when ac 
companied by high temperature, as in one 
form of the device described. F urther7 the 
product tends to come olf in a frothy condi 
t1on which is frequently very slow in settling 
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and being converted into homogeneous oil. .A 
If lmmediate use of the oil is desired, this is . ' 
found impossible for suitable pumping on 
account of the large quantities of froth pres- » 
ent. vTo overcome bothV of the above name-d 
difficulties, 'I may utilize a type of centrifug 
ing machine wherein the discharges are held 
under super-atmospheric pressure to any de 
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sired degree of gage pressureand my inven- - 
tion extends to the use of this method and 
equipment. As shown, the incoming crude 
fuel is supplied under pressure and the dis- ' 
charged fluid is also maintained under pres-l 
sure. _This may be the pressure maintained 
in a reservoir to which the light liquid is led, 105 
or the said light liquid may be discharged » 
sufficiently beneath the-surface' of the ac 
cumulated fluid in the reservoir to maintain 
it under pressure. To revent relief of pres 
sure by way of the ischarge l5 through 11o i. 
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' The float is _so 
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‘of liquid to discharge. 

2 

which the heavy liquid, which >may be water, 
discharges, I may provide the pressure valve 
shown in the drawing. This valve may com 
prise a cyl'nder 35 having a ñoat 36 therein 
guided for vertical reciprocal movement and 
_having a needle valve 37 at its lower end. 

designed that it requires an 
accumulation ofiiuid in cylinder 35 to a cer 
tain height before the said float is lifted to 
op‘en valve 37 and permit a certain quantity 

When the liquid falls 
below the predetermined level, valve 37 will 
close so that at all times there is maintained 
within cylinder 35 a suflicient quantity of 
fuel to maintain the 'ressure Within the 
centrifugal system an prevent reduction 
thereof to atmospheric pressure. 
In accordancel with the provisions of the 

patent statutes, I have herein described the 
principle and operation of my invention, to 
gether with the apparatus which I now con 
sider to represent the best embodiment there 
of, but I desire to have it understood that the 
apparatus shown is only illustrative and that 
the invention can be carried out by other 
means. Also, while it is designed to use the 
various features and elements in the combi 
nation and relations described, some of these 
may be altered and other omitted without 
interfering with the more general results out 

lined, and the invention vextends to such use. 
Having described my invention, what I 

claim and desire to Secure4 by Letters 
Patent is: _  

1. The method of refining »crude fuel oil 
consisting in' centrifugingV under pressure 
and simultaneously heating the same. 

2. rI‘he method of relining crude fuel. oil 
consisting in centrifuging 
and simultaneously heating the same and 
maintaining the discharged fluid under pres 
sure. ~ - A 

3. The method of refining crude fuel oil 
consisting in centrifuging under sufficient 
pressure to prevent vapor-ization and simul 
taneously heating the same. ' ' 

under pressure 
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4. The method of refining crude fuel oil y 
consisting in centrifuging and simultaneously 
heating the same and maintaining the dls- . 
charged fluids under sufficient pressure to 
prevent frothin . ' . 

. 5. The methoâ of refining crude fuel oil 
consisting in centrifuging under sufficient 
pressure to prevent vaporization and simul 
taneously heating the same and maintaining 
the discharged fluids under suñîcient pressure 
to prevent frothing. 
In testimony whereof I'have aflixed my 

signature. 
ELMÍER A. SPERRY. 
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